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ABSTRACT 
This report is the result of an organizational internship (June 6, 2011-September 30, 2011) at 
Root Division, a visual art nonprofit located in San Francisco, CA. The nature of the internship 
required work in many facets of the organization allowing a full analysis of the organization’s 
operations, funding streams, and goals for the future. This report begins with an extensive 
overview of this unique organization, which celebrates its 10-year anniversary in 2012. The 
report then analyzes organizational observations, finding that Root Division must focus on 
strategic communication and new relationships with donors in order to obtain future goals. The 
paper concludes with recommendations for Root Division based on best practices in sustainable 
funding, branding and donor base building. These recommendations will allow Root Division to 
continue to steadily grow and create an artistic ecosystem for the San Francisco Bay Area.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Root Division (RD) is a nonprofit arts organization located in the Mission District of San 
Francisco, California with a mission to improve appreciation and access to the visual arts in the 
Bay Area by connecting personal inspiration and community participation. To accomplish its 
mission Root Division provides studio space to working artists in exchange for their service in 
creating artistic learning opportunities for the community. During their residencies at Root 
Division, these artists develop creatively and professionally while serving their community by 
teaching art to underserved youth, leading adult education classes, or producing exhibitions. By 
combining the residency and educational programs Root Division is cultivating an artistic 
ecosystem that enriches the lives of artists, arts workers and ultimately the overall community by 
nurturing creativity, volunteerism, and unique creative engagement, which are all vital to the 
social, economic and cultural stability of their community.  
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HISTORY OF ROOT DIVISION 
The Founding 
In 2002, three MFA students (Nathan Suter, Mitch Temple and Dennis McNulty) 
founded Root Division during their last semester at San Francisco Art Institute (SFAI). The three 
founders noticed many of their fellow MFA students graduating with little knowledge of how to 
sustain themselves as artists in a world outside the comforts of art school. In response they 
founded RD with the goal to address three main challenges that face emerging artists: (1) the 
need for affordable studio space, (2) the lack of teaching and professional experience and (3) the 
lack of exhibition opportunities.  
In 2003 Root Division partnered with Intersection for the Arts through their Intersection 
Incubator program. Intersection for the Arts is a community arts organization that was founded 
in the 1960s and is also located in the Mission District of San Francisco. The Intersection 
Incubator program provides assistance in funding and development for new community oriented 
artistic initiatives. Intersection for the Arts acted as a fiscal sponsorship, which allowed Root 
Division to achieve its 501(c)(3) status in July of 2004.  
An Organization without a Home 
After obtaining 501(c)(3) status, Root Division began to operate even without an actual 
building. The founders would use guerilla style marketing to promote programs and to recruit 
artistic individuals interested in curating and teaching. Considering the founders did not have any 
certified background in education, they enlisted the help of Michelle Mansour to operate as RD’s 
Education Coordinator. Michelle was fresh out of graduate school and had just completed an art 
teaching stint in Chicago. Without a permanent location, Michelle would meet with artists on the 
SFAI campus, at Starbucks, or in the Whole Foods café to conduct education training, 
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counseling, and meetings. RD’s initial Youth Education Program worked with only two schools, 
Buena Vista and Fairmont. There was no budget and classes were taught using only the supplies 
that the schools were able to provide. Exhibitions were installed in bars and donations were taken 
at the door on opening nights.  
Home Sweet Home: San Francisco’s Mission District  
In the fall of 2004 Root Division found the building where they are currently located on 
17th Street at South Van Ness in the Mission District (“the Mission”). The Mission is an eclectic 
neighborhood known for its Latin character as Mexican immigrants have been settling in the area 
since the 1940s. Today, its trendy nightlife, restaurants, bars, and retail shops make it a focal 
point for creative individuals and innovative cultural organizations. The 7,200 square foot 
warehouse-type space is owned by Seven Teepees Youth Program (youth center located 
upstairs). Having a permanent, brick-and-mortar location allowed the organization to expand 
programming and gain greater exposure. In 2005 RD began utilizing its new gallery space with 
Second Saturday Openings despite the lack of funding for the exhibition series. The exhibition 
program ran purely on passion and was a great way to introduce Root Division’s mission to the 
public. However, by spring of 2006 it was apparent that RD needed more than just passion as the 
organization began to face a lack of artist participation and fundraising.  
During this time of transition, the organizational deficiency required Michelle to 
transition from Education Coordinator to the Administrative Director and founder, Mitch 
Temple, took on the role of Director as the other two founders moved on in their careers. As the 
Administrative Director Michelle put systems in place that increased RD’s organization, 
enhanced artist commitment and established a development strategy. In order to create a more 
concrete residency program, procedures were developed to track artists’ progress and service 
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hours, as well as to inspire collaboration and community. She also established submission review 
juries and committees for fundraising events. In December 2006, Root Division received its first 
substantial grant from the Wattis Foundation; $25,000 to cover the Second Saturday exhibition 
series. This opened many doors for the organization by allowing them to produce exhibition 
marketing materials, curatorial proposal process, call for artists submissions, and most 
importantly, higher caliber exhibitions. In March 2007 the Board officially recognized Michelle 
as the new Executive Director of Root Division.  
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ROOT DIVISION TODAY 
Throughout the past five years Root Division has continued to formalize procedures and 
evaluation strategies as well as professionalize all programming, which has resulted in a great 
deal of growth.  The Board of Directors has grown from five initial members to 12 members in 
2012. The individual donor base has steadily grown and the size of individual donations have 
also increased. Throughout the past five years the organization has quadrupled class tuition 
revenue by expanding the Adult Education Program. RD has developed relationships and 
received support from numerous foundations including the Wattis Foundation, the Rogers 
Family Foundation, the Zellerbach Family Foundation, and the Walter & Elise Haas Sr. 
Foundation which funded the Youth Education Program between 2007-2010. In 2012, Root 
Division wrote and received its first federal grant, securing $20,000 from NEA ArtWorks for 
RD’s Second Saturday exhibition series. Overall, RD has grown from an operational budget of 
$75,000 to $271,4081 and as the result of pending grant support; it is expected to grow to 
$300,000 by the next fiscal year. 
Four Interconnected Programs 
Root Division is currently comprised of four interconnected programs: The Studios 
Program, Youth Education Program, Adult Education Program, and Events & Exhibitions 
Program. The Studios Program provides below-market-cost studios to 18 emerging artists who, 
in turn, volunteer 12 hours of service per month over the course of a one-to-two year residency. 
Root Division artists spend those 12 hours teaching free art classes in the Youth Education 
Program, designing and instructing courses in the Adult Education Program, and/or producing 
and supporting the Events & Exhibitions Program. By linking these programs, various interests 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Number from the 2011-2012 Fiscal Year. 
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and audiences Root Division fosters mutually beneficial relationships that stand as the focal 
strength of the organization. These mutually beneficial relationships not only foster between the 
community and the organization but are also the driving force behind the organization’s day-to-
day operations.  
1. The Studios Program 
Root Division’s property includes 14 studio spaces, one shop room, and one 
classroom/meeting room that can serve up to 17 artists, with some studio spaces large enough to 
share (See Appendix p. 67). Artists are asked to commit to an initial year of residency and are 
allowed to continue the program for up to two years based on their desire to stay and level of 
success with the program. Artists are chosen through an application process, panel review, and 
interview. Artists must complete an application, which includes a form (See Appendix p. 68-69), 
submission of artwork images, resume, and artist statement. Applications are accepted on a 
rolling basis and are reviewed by a panel once a month. A panel made up of 2-3 current Root 
Division artists, the executive director, education director and exhibition director review the 
applications based on the artist’s level of work, background, education, medium, and their 
understanding and interest in Root Division’s mission.  
Root Division believes that it is essential to maintain a level of cultural and artistic 
diversity within the group of resident artists. While reviewing applications the panel keeps in 
mind the interests, mediums, and cultural backgrounds of the current group of artists in order to 
cultivate diversity within the organization. For example, if RD is currently serving a large 
number of painters who focus on the human form the panel will give precedence to printmakers, 
sculptors, graphic artists, and artists working in other mediums with other interests. Root 
Division is committed to serving emerging artists, therefore more established artists are usually 
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not accepted to the program. This is because the RD wants to serve artists that have the greatest 
need for assistance and the most potential for artistic and professional growth.   
Above all else it is important that an applicant has a good understanding of Root 
Division’s Mission and passion for serving the community. An artist must communicate their 
eagerness to teach, their passion for education, or longing to give back to their community 
through the arts. It is important that Root Division artists understand that this residency is not 
only about their growth as an artist but also the growth of their community. The applicant must 
comprehend Root Division’s mutual benefit structure, which requires the artist to give some of 
him or herself in order to receive the benefits of the residency. If an applicant does not seem 
willing to do this, then RD is not the right organization for that individual.  
Once an artist is accepted to the program he or she will meet with the Executive Director, 
Michelle Mansour, throughout his/her residency to ensure that the mutual benefit structure is 
effective. These meetings also serve as a mentoring tool, as Michelle is a professional artist and 
educator. Prior to the artist’s one-year mark Michelle will meet with the individual to discuss his 
or her success throughout the past year and goals for the future. Michelle wants to ensure that 
their time at Root Division has been mutually beneficial and will continue to be if the individual 
decides to renew his or her studio space for the following year. This meeting serves as a 
performance critique by reflecting on completed service hours, artistic growth, events and 
meeting participation and finally determining whether or not Root Division’s program has 
formed a mutually beneficial relationship with that individual. If not, Michelle works with the 
individual to resolve the issues and decide, whether or not Root Division is a good fit for that 
artist.  
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Artists have varying degrees of success at Root Division. The most successful artists have 
a passion for education and collaboration as well as an ability to handle multiple responsibilities. 
Artists that are not as passionate about education, their own artistic vision, or their community 
may become overwhelmed with their responsibilities and, as a result, become distant from the 
organization. This is not a mutually beneficial relationship and could be detrimental to the 
organization. In order to maintain a community and continue to keep artists involved Root 
Division holds “All Artists Meetings” once a month. It is a unique gathering, which not only 
involves an agenda but also includes snacks, beers, and an after meeting cocktail hour at a 
neighborhood pub known for its artistic patrons. The meeting agenda includes points such as 
general housekeeping issues, upcoming volunteer opportunities, upcoming exhibitions, 
professional development opportunities, as well as fosters collaboration and creation by giving 
the artists time to chat about what they are currently working on in their studios and classrooms. 
2. Youth Education Program 
The Youth Education Program connects local students with professional artists who 
provide them with artistic learning opportunities. Root Division provides free art classes to over 
400 students each year by partnering with local elementary schools and afterschool programs. 
Root Division is currently partnering with Cesar Chavez Elementary, Horace Mann Middle 
School, Mission Education Center (a K-5 school that serves students who have recently 
immigrated to the U.S. from Spanish-speaking countries), and Seven Tepees Youth Program (an 
onsite youth center dedicated to serving inner-city youth grades 6-12). These partnerships serve 
ethnically diverse, bilingual and economically disadvantaged Bay Area communities. The 
schools in these communities offer little-to-no arts education due to under-staffing and under-
funding, leaving these youth with extremely limited access to the arts. 
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The Education Coordinator recruits, trains, and places artists in these program sites, 
where they teach a class for one hour each week for a six to ten week session. The classes are 
developed using a wide variety of mediums and skills based on the teaching artists’ own artistic 
interests. The Education Coordinator’s training helps the artists adapt their artistic interests into 
an age appropriate lesson plan. This training also teaches artists how to explain art-related 
concepts and establishes fundamental understanding of classroom management. The Education 
Coordinator also provides ongoing support and feedback for the teaching artists throughout the 
session, as well as functions as a liaison between the artists, program sites, and parents. 
Volunteer teachers are given a small stipend to spend on supplies for their class.  
Since 2005 the Youth Education Program has partnered with Events & Exhibition 
Program every May to present a youth art show known as the New Growth exhibition. New 
Growth is a free event for youth and families featuring student artwork from the Youth 
Education Program, art activities, refreshments and youth performances with partnering 
organizations like the Blue Bear School of Music, Latin Jazz Youth Ensemble, and Performing 
Arts Workshop.  
The Youth Education Program also offers a series of priced youth studio classes, which 
take place each summer in the Root Division classroom. The Summer Youth Studio is held in 
conjunction with the current exhibition showing in the RD gallery. In July 2011 the Summer 
Youth Studio coincided with an exhibition entitled A Live Animal, which explored the ways 
humans interact and communicate with animals. The Summer Youth Studio built connections 
between the exhibition and educational programming and gave students the opportunity to work 
in a real studio setting with professional artists, develop a familiarity with the gallery 
atmosphere, and explore their own relationships with the animal world. 
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3. Adult Education Program 
Root Division’s Adult Education Program is designed to offer innovative and affordable 
art classes for the community. Root Division artists, as well as other Bay Area artists and arts 
professionals, teach a variety of art classes, artistic skill sets, and professional development 
workshops. With the help of the Education Coordinator, artists design classes based on their own 
artistic interests and areas of expertise, making Root Division’s classes diverse and unique. New 
classes are offered seasonally and each season has at least one distinctive new class. From 
Drawing 101 and Intro to Sewing to Found Object Workshop and Stop Motion Animation Root 
Division provides one of a kind art education experiences for adults as well as youth. 
4. Events & Exhibitions Program 
The Events and Exhibitions Program provides a venue for innovative work in an 
engaging, friendly environment. The Second Saturday Exhibition Series is the backbone of the 
Events & Exhibitions Program, which mounts exhibitions each month with openings every 
second Saturday of the month. Root Division’s space has a central exhibition space (known as 
the “main gallery” (See Appendix p. 67) with stage and side gallery. However, the entire space is 
utilized for events and exhibitions by hanging and installing pieces throughout the hallways of 
the building; inviting visitors to explore the property and become more acquainted with Root 
Division’s character. Second Saturday exhibitions are high quality art shows linking the 
experimental flavor of an alternative art space with the aesthetic and professionalism of a 
commercial gallery. However, unlike a commercial gallery, the exhibitions and events at Root 
Division are highly accessible, inviting, and un-intimidating with a goal of bridging the gap 
between artists, curators, and their audience. Exhibitions are free, however, Root Division artists 
work the door every Second Saturday opening to welcome patrons and provide a slight push for 
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donations. Second Saturday openings generate around $1000 in donations and attract over 200 
guests.2 There is also a cash bar accepting donations, free snacks, and a Creative Station activity 
table with unique exhibition related activities for adults and youth. Along with the Second 
Saturday opening, some exhibitions also produce closing events, live performances, or lectures 
associated with the exhibition. There are even some curators who produce products and 
catalogues for their exhibitions. These types of activities are not required but encouraged by 
Root Division, as they believe that the curators should take on whatever level of responsibility 
that they can handle.  
Curatorial proposals are accepted on a rolling basis and are reviewed three times a year 
(in March, July and November) by a Curatorial Committee made up of established Bay Area arts 
professionals and Root Division employees. The outside art professionals mainly focus on the 
integrity of the proposal as the RD employees focus on the logistics and budget. The review 
process has two steps or rounds.  The Initial Review is an opportunity for the curators to submit 
the basis for an exhibition, allow the committee to make suggestions, and depending on whether 
the proposal is ready for the next step ask the curators back for a follow-up review. The follow-
up review allows the curators to further develop their proposals based on the committee’s 
suggestions. The committee will then decide whether or not the proposal is ready to be executed 
and if so, when shall the exhibition open.  
Curatorial proposal submission includes an Initial Review form (See Appendix p. 70-72), 
curatorial statement (a one-page statement describing the project and artworks submitted), 
images and image inventory list (up to eight images total), curator(s)’s resume, and a submission 
fee of $10. Applicants are reviewed on the clarity of the proposal as well as the innovative 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!Number comprised from the 2011 June, July and August Second Saturday openings.!
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properties of the idea. Again, diversity plays a large role in Root Division’s review process and 
the committee looks for proposals that will engage a diverse group of artists, participants, and 
viewers. In comparison to the Resident Artists review, the Curatorial Review does embrace both 
experienced and novice curators; the main focus being the artists who will be represented. While 
RD does not exclude experienced artists from outside the Bay Area, the primary focus is 
presenting local emerging artists. In order to promote as many artists as possible, Root Division 
only accepts proposals for group exhibitions with shows representing anywhere from 5 to 35 
artists. Resident RD artists are not guaranteed a spot in exhibitions, however, if an RD artist’s 
work fits the idea of the exhibition, then participation of that artists is often encouraged. Some 
exhibitions require open calls for artists, which Root Division facilitates for the curators. Open 
calls are not encouraged by any means but are somewhat valued because they further RD’s 
mission by promoting and engaging new and emerging artists as well as the community, and they 
also generate income through submission fees.  
Although most months feature community-curated shows, not all of the Second Saturday 
Series feature community curators. Root Division reserves 5 months of the year to produce its 
own exhibitions and fundraising events. Every September RD curates Introductions, which 
showcases twelve emerging artists from the San Francisco Bay Area by offering them first time 
exposure to the art community. The juried show attracted almost 200 submissions from local 
artists in 2011. The review process involves a committee of local arts professionals and the 
executive director. As always, the review process focuses on the diversity of the artists, artistic 
inspiration, and mediums. Just like any other exhibition, Root Division Artists are not guaranteed 
a spot in the exhibition; however, they are encouraged to submit without charge. October is 
dedicated to RD’s annual Auction, which attracts over 300 guests and generates about $20-
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25,000, accounting for roughly 10% of the organization’s general operating budget.  Although 
the Auction is primarily a fundraising event it continues to support the mission by featuring over 
100 local Bay Area artists in the silent and live auction. The event also features live music, as 
well as passed appetizers and cocktails by local eateries for the VIP ticket holders (General 
Admission: $35, VIP: $80).  
In the past, Second Saturday December has featured a Holiday Art sale that featured local 
artisans and, of course, emerging artists. However, in December 2011 Root Division started a 
new holiday tradition with The Misfit Toy Factory; a live art-making event that showcases 35 
artists making sculptures, toys and gifts onsite. All works are made during the event and are for 
sale for $40 each. Combing performance, exhibition, and the Holiday sale in one. In April, Root 
Division holds another fundraiser called Taste. This spring fundraiser is inspired by local food 
and drink. Taste generated just over $15,000 in 2011 and was attended by 246 patrons. The event 
provides guests with unique eats and fun cocktails all donated from local restaurants. Taste 2012 
general admission tickets cost $75, which will buy art supplies for 10 students, and VIP tickets 
cost $125, which support a year of free art education for one student. Finally, every May the 
Youth Education Program exhibits youth art in the New Growth exhibition (as previously stated 
in the Youth Education Program section).  
Budget 
Root Division’s annual operating budget for fiscal year 2011-20123 is $271,408. 65% of 
the budget is earned income from class tuition, fundraising events, commission of art sales, gift-
shop sales, and studio space rent. 35% is contributed income from individual donations, board 
member donations, door donations, as well as foundation and government grants. 57% of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Root Division’s Fiscal Year runs from June 1 to July 31.  
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contributed income is grant support. Individual giving makes up 31% of contributed income, 
which includes board dues, fundraising campaign donations, and other misc. monetary giving. 
The remaining 12% includes anonymous donations made at the door and bar during Second 
Saturday Openings.  
Management Structure 
Organizational Backbone: The Mutual Benefit Model 
Root Division has a small staff comprised of one full-time Executive Director and two 
part-time Program Coordinators. RD’s impact and extensive programming is impressive 
considering its small staff size. It would be impossible to successfully achieve RD’s mission 
without a successful volunteer program, which Root Division achieves through the use of the 
Mutual Benefit Model. The Mutual Benefit Model works by ensuring that both the volunteer and 
the organization benefit through the relationship. Any individual who is compensated through 
non-monetary benefits constitutes a volunteer. RD volunteers include interns, resident artists, and 
other professional volunteers such as board members, advisory board members, and outside 
contractors or advisors.  
Non-monetary benefits are different for each individual depending on their role in the 
organization and their individual interests. Overall, Root Division volunteers are given a chance 
to network with like-minded individuals and professionals, expand their artistic skill sets through 
free art classes, gain professional experience in the areas of education, arts administration, and 
nonprofit management, as well as make a significant impact at a grass roots level. Resident 
Artists benefit from the subsidized studio space and professional networking. In turn Root 
Division benefits through the artists’ service, whether it is working the front door on a Second 
Saturday, cleaning the bathrooms, or teaching free art classes. Interns at RD work on various 
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projects some of which require a high level of accountability and make a large impact. In turn 
interns benefit from gaining professional work experience, a chance to sit in on important 
meetings, as well as an opportunity to voice ideas and make a tangible impact. These types of 
Mutually Beneficial relationships keep Root Division’s operations afloat. As long as the benefits 
are balanced on each side, this model is successful. However, the inherent challenge with this 
model is when one side receives a greater benefit than the other, causing the relationship to 
become strained and inefficient.  
The Board of Directors 
Root Division’s Board of Directors meets at least four times a year and has 12 members 
from diverse professional backgrounds. Two of the 12 members are Root Division Artists who 
serve a one-year term on the board as Resident Artists Representatives. The President of the 
Board for the past 5 years has been Michelle Townsend, a local arts organization specialist who 
has a master’s degree in education and has worked with numerous community and commercial 
art organizations throughout her career. Townsend is currently the Director of Art Operations at 
A Separate Peace, an international traveling exhibition. Her second and last three-year term will 
be coming to an end within the next year. The Vice President is Brett Greenberg, a local real 
estate attorney and artist with a Master’s Degree in Fine Arts from Brown. The Treasurer is Seth 
Familian, a digital media strategist and business owner specializing in business strategy, finance, 
and technology. Two members are Root Division Founders, Nathan Suter and Mitch temple. The 
other four members are Root Division Artists alums who are currently working as artists or in art 
related professions. Out of the 12 Board members eight are required to “give or get” a donation 
of $1800. This gift can be in the form of pro-bono work or another form of in-kind donation.  
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The Staff 
Root Division’s staff is comprised of one full-time Executive Director and two part-time 
Coordinators (the Education Coordinator and Events & Exhibitions Coordinator). Root Division 
has many programs managed by a small staff paid small salaries, making it apparent that Root 
Division runs on passion and the Mutual Benefit design. Collaboration is also an important 
element of the staff culture at RD. Staff members are continually talking through programs, 
operations and new ideas creating a lot of spillover between titles.  
i. The Staff: Executive Director (ED)  
For the past five years Michelle Mansour has served as Root Division’s Executive 
Director. She is the only full-time employee as well as the only employee who has been with 
Root Division since its founding. As the Executive Director, Michelle reports to the Board of 
Directors and is responsible for all strategic and operational ventures. She always has in mind the 
mission as well as the expansion of the mission as she set goals for the future. As the leader of 
Root Division, she mentors and manages the staff, volunteers, and artists. Michelle is the Root 
Division strategist, as she is always looking for ways to develop the organization and improve 
everyday practice.  
The RD Executive Director wears many hats in the organization including: 
communications director, development director, program coordinator, mentor, landlord, 
bookkeeper, teacher, curator, janitor, and facilities manager. Ultimately, she oversees everything 
that happens at Root Division. Her daily tasks include everything from grocery shopping to grant 
writing and her office door is open 95% of the time she is in the building. In order to seamlessly 
maintain RD’s operations, Michelle must be highly organized, act with professionalism and 
always have an open ear for issues, concerns, and especially new ideas. Her management style 
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supports the backbone of Root Division’s organizational structure—the Mutual Benefit between 
the organization and its volunteers, artists and employees.  
While there are Coordinators who are responsible for the education and exhibition 
programs, Michelle is the point person for the Studios program. Michelle manages the resident 
artist application process. She collects rent, manages studio spaces, acts as a mentor, keeps track 
of artists’ hours, and ensures the presence of healthy mutual benefit. She also manages the 
majority of all artist correspondence and monthly “All Artist Meeting”. The Executive Director 
also acts as Root Division’s Development Director by managing funding, grants, donor relations, 
and fundraising events. The Root Division ED also works as the intern coordinator by managing 
interviews and hiring, as well as everyday activities. The Root Division Executive Director has 
her eye on every organizational operation. She has a great ability to juggle tasks and prioritize.  
ii. The Staff: Education Coordinator (EDC) 
The Education Coordinator works part-time (approx. 24 hours a week) to manage the 
Youth and Adult Education programs. Both resident RD artists and outside artist volunteers must 
go through Root Division’s training program for the Youth Education outreach. Training 
sessions are based on the individual artists’ previous teaching experience, class goals, lesson plan 
ideas, and student age groups. The EDC’s goal is to work with the artist to adapt abstract ideas 
into a concrete age-appropriate lesson plan. The EDC acts as the liaison between the artist 
volunteer and the partnering school or organization, by managing logistics, scheduling, supply 
needs, as well as communicating any problems or concerns throughout the 6-week program. 
After the 6-week program is completed the EDC gathers information through meetings with 
instructors, site directors, and volunteers.  
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The Education Coordinator also manages the Adult Education program by recruiting 
teaching artists, composing a diverse class schedule, marketing, organizing enrollment and class 
logistics. The EDC also composes the seasonal class schedule pamphlet which are then 
distributed around the neighborhood and posted as a PDF on the website. The EDC also works 
with the Exhibitions Coordinator to produce the annual youth art exhibition, New Growth. See 
appendix (p. 74-75) for official job description and overview of daily tasks.  
iii. The Staff: Events & Exhibitions Coordinator (EEC) 
The Events and Exhibitions Coordinator manages the Events & Exhibitions program by 
working with community curators and emerging artists to mount 12 exhibitions each year. The 
EEC is responsible for managing calls for artists, curatorial proposals, and the coordination of 
exhibition participants. The EEC works manages the logistical aspects of artist load-in and 
exhibition install. She also ensures that participants meet all deadlines. The EEC also manages 
the gallery and facilitates the sale of artwork. The EEC must oversee each opening and event 
from volunteer staffing to the stocking of supplies, equipment, and food/beverage. See appendix 
(p.76) for official job description and overview of daily tasks. 
iv. The Staff: Overlapping Tasks 
There is a lot of cross-over between the Executive Director, Education Coordinator, and 
Events & Exhibitions Coordinator. Considering the program coordinators are part-time, there has 
to be open communication from all parties, as situations occur when coordinators are out of the 
office. For example, when individuals call to sign up for a class or curators stop by to pick up a 
piece from their exhibit, whoever is in the office must take responsibility for this task. There is 
also a collaborative effort with all staff members. For example, the Exhibitions Coordinator may 
have an idea for the Creative Station.  
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Semi-Volunteers 
The three positions below are considered semi-volunteers because they are paid a small stipend, 
however these individuals are by and large compensated with the Mutual Benefit that they gain 
from the position. Root Division artists usually hold these positions and will continue with the 
position through the duration of their residency, which could be anywhere from one to two years.  
i. Semi-Volunteers: Installations Manager 
The installations manager acts as the point person for each exhibition install and de-install. 
S/he manages gallery preparation for the exhibition transition including the patching of holes, 
painting of walls, etc. Volunteer artists, curators, and other participants will contribute their time 
to install/de-install a show. The Installations Manager is in charge of overseeing the install to 
ensure the upkeep of all Root Divisions tools, materials, and facilities. S/he also acts as a liaison 
between the curators, artists, and the exhibition coordinator relaying any information concerning 
artworks that require particular maintenance.  
ii. Semi-Volunteers: Facilities Manager 
The Facilities Manager is in charge of maintaining a clean and safe property. S/he enforces 
standard guidelines concerning security protocol and storage procedures of all equipment, art 
works, and supplies. The Facilities Manager is responsible for any volunteers taking on tasks 
concerning the facility. For example, during my internship, the Facilities Manager recruited and 
supervised a studio artist to install drywall and paint the new classroom. The Facilities Manager 
also supervises smaller facilities tasks like bathroom and kitchen duty. There is also coordination 
with the Installation Manager when gallery needs require facilities assistance, for example, if an 
exhibition piece requires certain wiring or electrical needs. The Facilities Manager also takes on 
the role as the “Wood Shop Manager” by ensuring proper safe upkeep of the wood shop and 
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training artists on the proper use of tools. The Facilities Manager takes care of any issues 
concerning the property whether it is a dirty bathroom or fruit fly infestation. S/he establishes 
new facility guidelines when needed.  
iii. Semi-Volunteers: Webmaster 
 Selene Foster is the current Webmaster and the past Events & Exhibitions Coordinator. 
During her time as the EEC maintaining the Root Division website (www.rootdivision.org) was 
included in her job description. Selene left her position in May 2011 to move on to a new 
opportunity as the North American Ambassador for the Museum of Broken Relationships as well 
as a consultant for a scientific research organization called Protean Research. Since then she has 
worked offsite on all website management. As Webmaster she manages but does not create web 
content. When Root Division has data to be uploaded to the website it is sent to Selene “Camera 
Ready” with any appropriate links or photos. She then uploads the information and emails a link 
to the uploaded information for a review.  
Volunteers  
 Volunteers at Root Division include traditional volunteers, interns, and resident artists. 
As stated before each volunteer receives benefits ranging from gaining professional experience 
to subsidized studio space. The art world can sometimes seem unapproachable to an outsider, 
however, Root Division offers a warm and inviting atmosphere to learn about the business of art 
from education to installation. Volunteer contributions to the organization are essential to the 
daily activities and operational structure of the organization. Each volunteer experience at Root 
Division is unique as each volunteer is given projects that speak to their personal goals as well as 
their personal strengths. Michelle does an excellent job seeking out individual strengths and 
using them to best fit the organization’s current needs.  
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i. Volunteers: Resident Artists 
As stated above, Resident Artists are required to volunteer 12 hours of service each 
month in order to receive subsidized rent on their studio space. Volunteers tasks for artists can 
include anything from teaching in the Youth Education program to filming a video for the RD 
website. All available tasks are included on a service hours grid (See Appendix p. 73) that hangs 
on the office door. Each set of tasks (including events & exhibitions, gallery, facilities, education 
and miscellaneous projects) provides a project manager for each task. Every month there is a 
sign up grid, which also may include specific tasks for the given month. All artists are asked to 
sign an initial contract and policies form at the beginning of their residency, which explains the 
protocol for service hours. Artists turn in documentation of their service hours on the first of the 
month with their studio fees. If an artist goes over the stated hours estimated for a project it is 
discussed with the project manager, possibly resulting in a rollover of hours or specific 
agreement concerning the task. 
ii. Volunteers: Interns 
Root Division can have anywhere from four to six interns at a time. Interns typically 
work between 10 and 12 hours a week and are managed by a specific staff member depending on 
the internship position. Any intern can propose a special project based on her/his personal goals. 
For example, if the Education Intern is also interested in learning about exhibitions s/he can 
assist with install or gallery upkeep. The standard internship positions include Education Intern, 
Exhibitions Intern, Special Events/Auction Intern and Organizational Intern.  
The Education Intern team-teaches with an artist in the youth program. S/he also assists 
the Education Coordinator in the implementation of programming through the organization of 
onsite youth exhibitions and lesson plans. The Exhibition Intern assists in the installation, 
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maintenance and documentation of exhibitions as well as the organization of artist/curatorial 
submissions. The Special Events/”Auction Intern” works with the Executive Director and 
Auction Planning Committee to implement Root Division’s annual art auction. This position is 
usually filled between the months of July and October to prepare for the Auction in late October. 
Tasks include managing donations of art, food, and other gifts as well as supporting the 
installation of the auction artwork and set up of the event. Each intern handles public relations 
initiatives and database updates for their respective areas. The Organizational Intern is a new 
position created in response to Root Divisions recent development goals. This intern works with 
all staff and in all realms of Root Division to develop and support the organization as a whole. 
Tasks include light bookkeeping, database development, grant research, donor correspondence 
and any miscellaneous programming support.  
iii. Volunteers: Traditional Volunteers 
 There are also traditional volunteers that work at Root Division. Tasks can range from 
helping install an exhibit to team-teaching with an artist. For example, during my internship there 
was a volunteer teacher that signed up to team teach in order to meet people in a new city and 
learn more about arts education. Any staff member can manage these individuals (depending on 
the volunteer’s task).  
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INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION 
I worked onsite at Root Division as an Organizational Intern from June 6, 2011 to August 
13, 2011 and offsite via an online data management system through September 30, 2011. 
Throughout my internship I worked in many areas of the organization and with all staff 
members. I ultimately answered to the Executive Director, Michelle Mansour. In my first 
meeting with Michelle, she made a list of my strengths and talents as well as my goals for the 
summer. There was a concentration on how my talents would best serve Root Division and, in 
turn, how Root Division’s resources could best serve my goals as a professional, an artist and a 
graduate student. This Mutual Benefit Model was an active component of the 480-hour 
internship and made my experience at Root Division valuable.  
Marketing  
 Marketing projects were often given to interns. I created flyers for specific Adult 
Education Classes that were lacking enrollment and would team up with another intern to “flyer” 
the neighborhood. These types of projects were fun and provided a break from the rigorous data 
formatting. I would also post class information on free calendar and event websites to market 
classes and events. I also organized, labeled, and posted photos of classes and exhibitions on 
Root Division’s online album. This allowed me to explore some past programming and classes.  
Studio Tours 
On busy days at Root Division I would facilitate studio tours for potential resident artists. 
I introduced the artists to Root Division’s mission and shared my personal experience working at 
the organization. It was surprising how some artists had no knowledge of the required volunteer 
hours or even that the organization was a nonprofit. I would also take some time to explain the 
application and review process. I would then give a tour of the building and facilities, including 
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opening up studios that would be available in the coming months. I would always encourage the 
artist to come back for a Second Saturday Opening if they had not yet been to one, as it is a good 
way to become more acquainted with the mission and the people involved.  
Administrative Work 
 Throughout my internship I often stayed after work to attend meetings, reviews, and 
classes. I would assist in meeting preparation by cleaning the classroom, setting up tables, 
preparing snacks and making copies. I was asked to actively participate in every meeting I 
attended, which were all beneficial to my graduate research and my development as a 
professional in the arts administration field. I enjoyed seeing a behind-the-scenes look at the 
artist and curatorial review process, in 
which I took notes on each applicant. The 
Curatorial Proposal class opened my eyes 
to a new world of creative expression, 
which I had never thought of pursuing. I 
assisted the Executive Director in the 
planning and execution of Root Division’s 
first Advisory Board Meeting, which included the creation of an events calendar, sign-up sheets, 
and a board member survey. Planning for the advisory board meeting challenged me to think of 
creative ways in which Root Division could learn more about their specific skills to benefit the 
organization and best involve these individuals.  
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Gallery Assistant  
I worked the front desk Monday through Friday from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. greeting 
walk-ins and appointments. The door was primarily locked for safety, so all guests had to be 
buzzed inside. During weekday gallery hours (Wednesday-Friday 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) I 
prepared the gallery for viewing by turning on all video installations, lights, and other pieces 
needing preparation. I also shut down the exhibition at the end of each day. I loved handling the 
artwork and working with my hands, albeit briefly, every day. I have never worked in a 
curatorial type position, so being a small part of setting up the actual exhibit every day was 
unique. By spending more time in front of the pieces, I also learned more about the art. I 
discovered things that I would not have discovered sitting in the office all day. I also enjoyed 
bringing some Southern hospitality to Root Division. I have always enjoyed meeting new people, 
especially people who like art. Greeting walk-ins and building relationships with RD patrons was 
natural for me. Educating walk-ins about Root Division’s mission was a joy as well because 
people were always impressed and happy to learn.  
Introductions 2011 Submissions 
As stated previously, Introductions is an annual Root Division exhibition that showcases 
twelve emerging artists from the San Francisco Bay Area by offering them first time exposure to 
the art community. The juried show attracted nearly 200 submissions in 2011. I organized, 
downloaded, and entered each of these artists’ submissions. I logged contact information and 
inventoried submission material for each artist in an Excel sheet. I contacted each artist who 
lacked the required materials, payment, or included inadequate media files. All emailed material, 
including resumes, artist statements and art images were downloaded and organized in files on 
the server to facilitate access by the jury upon the review meeting. The Excel spreadsheet was 
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created with the fields necessary for easy download into Root Division’s new donor database. I 
enjoyed seeing the behind-the-scenes workings of a Call For Artists. I was surprised to find so 
many of these artists’ submissions unorganized, unprofessional, and lacking the required 
materials. Root Division was somewhat lenient with these issues and allowed artists to resubmit 
documents; however, I made note of late or missing materials. It reaffirmed my belief that when 
applying for a position, everything down to the type of envelope you use is important. You must 
“dot every i and cross every t” if you want to be accepted. This task encouraged me as an artist to 
set goals for submitting my own work in the future.  
Donor Correspondence 
In the spring of 2011 Root Division posted a funding project on the website Kickstarter, 
an online “crowdfunding” site for creative projects. Root Division posted its “Art Education for 
Youth in San Francisco” project that raised money for Youth Education outreach as well as for 
the New Growth youth exhibition. In two months Root Division raised $5,631 and gained 74 
donors. Each donor was promised a special gift based on his or her tier of pledging. Gifts 
included a limited-edition print from the youth program for donations of $20 to $49, a set of 
greeting cards with a youth art print for donations of $50 to 99, an original piece of youth 
artwork for donations of $100 to $499, an original work on paper by a resident RD artist for 
donations of $500 to $999, and an original work on canvas by a resident RD artist for donations 
of $1000 or more. The funding goal was met in April 2011; however there had been little 
correspondence with most of the donors since that time. I was given a list of these donors’ 
contact information as well as the donation amount and asked to contact each individual to send 
them their gift. Some donors did not provide a mailing address so I emailed each individual 
thanking them for their donation and explaining the unique gift they had in store. Many of the 
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donors opted out of the gift, however, I did package and send gifts for multiple donors. Each gift 
was packaged with a thank-you letter and information about Root Division’s upcoming 
exhibitions and events.  
Gallery Tours 
Root Division does not have a protocol for group tours of the gallery. However, two tour 
opportunities arose during the summer of my internship with a local youth group and RD’s 
Summer Youth Studio. Michelle took advantage of my 
docent background and asked me to lead the tours of the 
exhibition A Live Animal. I studied the exhibition 
catalogue, the artists’ statements and any information I 
could find online about the exhibiting artists. Overall, 
there was not a lot of information on the specific pieces 
in the show so I relied on my knowledge of the Visual 
Thinking Strategies (VTS) method. VTS is a research-
based teaching method that encourages students to 
communicate their observations and thoughts about a piece of art. The VTS method engages all 
ages and can be used with any piece of art, whether or not the instructor knows any background 
information. Using VTS and the background information I had on the exhibit I lead a tour for the 
youth group of 20 students between the ages of 6 and 18 years, many whom had never been to a 
museum or gallery. I also lead a similar tour with a smaller group of Summer Youth Studio 
students between the ages of 8 and 13.  
Both tours were successful with plenty of significant comments from the students. For 
example, during the youth group tour I asked the students to examine two large oil paintings 
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located side by side. On the right, there was a painting of a pile of stuffed sharks and on the left, 
there was a painting of a pile of live fish. I began asking the students a series of VTS questions 
(“what do you see?,” “what makes you say that?,” and “what else can we find?”). One student 
around the age of seven raised her hand and said very eloquently pointing to the painting on the 
left, “This one is different because it has movement, there is no movement in the other painting.” 
She had never been to an art gallery before in her life. 
Second Saturday Openings 
There were three diverse Second Saturday Openings during my internship at Root 
Division, which allowed me to see the breadth of the organization’s exhibitions, and the different 
crowds that each attracted.  
Eye of the Beholder opened the Second Saturday of June and was the most provocative 
exhibition Root Division had ever shown. Curated by Root Division artist Karen Thomas, Eye of 
the Beholder was her first curatorial endeavor. Her curatorial statement explained the daring 
show as follows:   
“At once private and public, the body is an exceptionally loaded subject. It is capable of 
evoking multiple responses simultaneously, including eroticism, nostalgia, power, 
fragility, free will, and humor. The presence of a body in a work of art often conveys 
insights linked to the tension of its dualities - masculine and feminine, young and old, the 
repulsive and the alluring. The artwork featured in Eye of the Beholder explores the 
figure through parody, distortion and subversion, giving viewer the opportunity to look at 
the body and question our assumptions of normalcy and ‘other’.” 
Her own work mixes ideas of eroticism, feminism, and is what she calls “nouveau-grotesque.” 
The exhibition included Karen’s work along with the work of 16 other local emerging artists, 
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including four other Root Division artists. Considering the erotic nature of the show there were 
no children present and there was no Creative Station for this opening. I greeted guests at the 
door along with a few RD artists and we pointed out Root Division’s “suggested donation” of $5 
to $20 dollars. Most guests gave small bills and change. I tried to ask guests if they had been to 
Root Division before or if they knew about the mission. Most of the guests were familiar with 
RD, however, there were a few that did not know about the mission or why they were being 
asked to donate.  
A Live Animal opened the Second Saturday in July and was also curated by Root Division 
affiliates. RD artist Christopher Reiger and RD’s former Events and Exhibitions Coordinator, 
Selene Foster, co-curated the exhibition that included over 23 local artists. A Live Animal was 
based on John Dewey’s essay collection Art as Experience, as the curatorial statement declares:  
“To grasp the sources of aesthetic experience it is [...] necessary to have recourse to 
animal life below the human scale. [...] The live animal is fully present, all there, in all of 
its actions: in its wary glances, its sharp sniffings, its abrupt cocking of ears.” Dewey's 
"live animal" exists in all of us, but is generally unacknowledged or denied. The 
proliferation of animal imagery in the arts, however, suggests that other species have 
much to teach us about our own nature.” 
During the opening I worked at the Creative Station table where RD artist Owen Schluh 
instructed visitors in the creation of origami. Owen showed two other RD artists and me how to 
create a few simple origami creatures, which we then helped our guests produce throughout the 
evening. I also took photos of the event and a video of a live piece by performance artist Karl 
Cronin, who has created an archive of the natural world through his body. The photos and video 
were posted on Root Division’s website. Selene and Christopher also produced an exhibition 
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catalogue as well as a symposium, which allowed for cross- programming with the California 
Academy of Sciences and Our Dance Commons theater (ODC), located next door to Root 
Division. The unique night of presentation and performance included nine guest performers, 
speakers, artists and scientists communicating their personal relationships with the animal world.   
Over my Dead Body opened the Second Saturday of August (the day before I left San 
Francisco to return to New Orleans). Curated 
by professional artists Laura Boles Faw and 
Hava Liberman, the exhibition included over 
30 emerging artists in a unique collaborative 
endeavor based on the game “Exquisite 
Corpse.”  Players of this Surrealist parlor 
game added onto drawings without seeing 
what had already been created before them. The exhibition had two phases of creation. The 
Second Saturday opening took place after the completion of phase one where exhibiting artists 
worked in groups to create works that depicted artistic 
survival. The second reception took place two weeks later 
after the creation of phase two where the artists connected 
their pieces. The Second Saturday opening for Over My 
Dead Body was very lively. Two exhibiting artists 
provided homemade beer for donations and the gallery 
was packed with artists’ friends and loved ones. I worked 
the Creative Station by instructing guests on how to play 
the game of Exquisite Corpse. Throughout the night I 
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engaged guests of all ages and backgrounds through collaborative art making. It was a successful 
night for the Creative Station and a great way to say goodbye to Root Division.  
Team Teaching  
One of the primary reasons I applied to Root Division was based on my interest in youth 
art education. One of my goals for the summer was to learn how to develop lesson plans and 
manage a classroom. I met with the Youth 
Education Coordinator4, Mona Chitkara, for 
a one-on-one orientation. We covered my 
previous experience working with youth art 
education, my background as a docent and 
experience giving youth tours of the Ogden 
Museum in New Orleans. The orientation 
was a relaxed conversation covering the similarities and differences between the classroom and 
the museum. We discussed how I could adapt my skills as a docent to the classroom and my 
goals/ideas for the 6-week RD education program. Due to my previous experience with youth I 
was matched with a less experienced Root Division artist, Adam Shaw. We taught every 
Wednesday from 2:00pm-3:00pm for 6 weeks at Caesar Chavez Elementary, a neighborhood 
school in walking distance of Root Division. Our class was made up of 18 first and second 
graders. With the exception of one African American boy the entire class was of Mexican 
heritage and was either bilingual or spoke only Spanish.  
The Youth Education Coordinator accompanied Adam and me on our first visit to Caesar 
Chavez in order to introduce us to the school’s Principal and to provide us with some feedback !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!#!The Youth Education Coordinator position was phased out in July 2011 due to lack of funding 
and Education Coordinator took on the responsibility for both Youth and Adult Education. !
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(considering we were both new to the classroom). Not knowing the students’ familiarity with art, 
we based our first lesson on simple color theory and painting. We taught the class about primary 
and secondary colors by demonstrating how to 
mix colors allowing the students to guess what 
colors would be created. Students were then 
encouraged to create their own secondary 
colors by combining the primary colors in 
their own paintings. After the first class it was 
obvious that these students had little-to-no experience with art. It was also obvious that our class 
included some students with learning disabilities and behavioral issues. The class was also 
lacking in overall management structure, as the usual instructor was a summer care teacher who 
did not provide the students with boundaries or discipline.  
Since the Youth Education Coordinator was present during our first class, she was able to 
point out some key issues. Some of these issues were small first time mistakes, for example: 
never place materials on the table until you are ready for the students to use them. Some issues 
were more critical, such as: do not be 
afraid to discipline the students as long as 
you have a consistent structure. Mona 
helped Adam and me develop our own 
classroom management style and 
disciplinary system considering the full-
time instructor did not appear to have one. 
Adam and I created a straightforward management structure that revolved around three simple 
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rules: Respect yourself, Respect your friends, and Respect the teacher. Students were asked to 
explain each rule in their own words. If students failed to follow the rules of respect they would 
receive a warning on their first offense, go to time out on their second offense, and if they 
continued to be disrespectful they would be sent to see the school counselor. We never had to 
proceed past timeout, as students were usually very embarrassed at having to work in the corner 
alone.  
After our first class we decided to structure the remainder of our lesson plans as if the 
students had no previous experience. Considering Adam’s personal artistic focus on collage, we 
based four out of the six classes on collage. At first it seemed daunting to create a lesson for first 
graders focused on this style of contemporary high art. However, with the help of Root 
Division’s resources and staff, we were 
able to create four successful lesson 
plans centered on collage. By using 
Root Division’s teaching resource 
library I was created the first basic 
lesson that introduced the students to 
scissors and composition. Some of our 
students had never used scissors before and considering their lack of self-control it was important 
to go over simple safety rules. The next three classes built upon each other. Students started out 
fine-tuning their scissor skills and eventually created collage self-portraits and scenes from the 
future. These four original lesson plans are documented and stored in Root Division’s Lesson 
Plan binder comprised of the past 10 years volunteer teachers’ lesson plans (See Appendix p. 77 
-80). Adam and I used previous RD lesson plans for the last two classes, which focused on 
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sculpture, drawing and storytelling. I also filled in teaching a class of 17 third through fifth 
graders for a volunteer artist who was unable to make it to three of his classes. I assisted with 
these classes by teaming up with another Root Division intern who had some previous 
experience in art education. Teaching older students allowed me to see how skill sets develop 
throughout the elementary years.  
My teaching experience at Root Division was my favorite component of my internship. It 
allowed me to share my strengths with the program as well as learn how to manage a classroom 
and create age appropriate lesson plans. Our weekly lesson plan was a constant topic of casual 
conversation and all staff members were interested in hearing about the experience. Both 
Education Coordinators and the Executive Director were continuously asking about our 
classroom experience and wanted to ensure that, despite our rambunctious class, we were 
receiving the full benefit of the program. It is rare to receive this type of teaching experience 
without a previous degree in education or counseling. Root Division gave me a glimpse of the 
teaching world, allowed me to build a small portfolio of lesson plans and granted the experience 
necessary to possibly work in education in the future.  
Database Building 
Since its inception Root Division had used FileMaker to organize constituent data. 
FileMaker is a database management system (DBMS) that allows an organization to create its 
own databases, with personalized fields, forms and reports. The system is very basic. It leaves a 
lot of room for mistakes and little room for innovative donor cultivation. During my phone 
interview with the Executive Director she expressed interested in my experience with Raiser’s 
Edge (a more advanced donor database system used by large institutions such as museums and 
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member-based organizations). I was told that Root Division was looking to build a new database 
and that one of my primary tasks would be to assist in the transition.  
Michelle was hoping to have the new system installed and ready for data import before I 
arrived, however, she was unable to obtain the new system until mid-July. Although the new 
system had not been chosen I began to search through Root Divisions server to cultivate data. I 
asked staff members to send me any spreadsheets or constituent data that they had on their 
computers. I did not receive very much information from the current staff considering they were 
both fairly new.  
In order to cultivate data from years back I continued to go through older files. The task 
was difficult because there would be multiple Excel files for the same event, varying fields of 
data, and varying file name formats. After cultivating as much information as I could, I matched 
the files I had to the archive of programming on Root Divisions website to look for any 
discrepancies or missing information. I then made a list of all events missing information. 
Michelle then went through the list and found the appropriate information for each event. After 
cultivating data I renamed all files with a uniform file name that included the month and year of 
each event. Files were then separated into categories like class registration, volunteers, 
exhibitions, and fundraising events. Although I did not know what the fields would be for the 
new system, I began to clean up the past Excel files based on my general knowledge of DBMSs.  
In mid-July the Executive Director, Treasurer of the Board Seth Familian, RD resident 
artist Andrew Mallis and I began meeting to discuss the transition between FileMaker and the 
new program CiviCRM. CiviCRM is web-based software that is specifically designed for 
nonprofit agencies. The software manages donor contact data, relationships, and organizational 
involvement, while providing a unique platform for innovative online fundraising and donor 
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cultivation. Andrew Mallis managed the overall transition between the systems as he has 
extensive background using CiviCRM and similar systems. Andrew created a master spreadsheet 
with the appropriate “Civi-friendly” fields. 
My task was to reformat the existing data to include the “Civi-friendly” fields and then to 
import that data into the master spread sheet. Once the data was imported Andrew downloaded 
the information into CiviCRM. The process was much more intense than anyone had originally 
thought primarily because Root Division had more data than originally thought. The small 
nonprofit with only one full time staff member had nearly 6000 individual contacts divided and 
multiplied over 200 Excel separate spreadsheets in multiple formats.   
I continued my work with CiviCRM from New Orleans through the end of September 
while working on an open-source project management system called Ideograph. Ideograph 
allowed me to upload my work and seamlessly communicate with Root Division staff. I regret 
not having more time to work on this specific project from the beginning of my internship. I 
could have made a larger impact if I had been given more information about the project from the 
beginning of my time at Root Division. Since the end of my internship with Root Division they 
have continued to work on their donor database and the anticipated launch date is June 1, 2012.  
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SWOT ANALYSIS 
Root Division can attribute its success to key organizational strengths and opportunities that will 
continue to sustain the organization. However, it is important that Root Division be aware of 
current organizational weaknesses and threats that possibly hinder future success.  
Strengths 
1. Mutual Benefit Model 
The organization facilitates extensive programming and touches many lives with limited 
resources because of its Mutual Benefit Model. By focusing on matching the strengths and goals 
of the associated individuals to those of the organization, both parties achieve success. This 
model assists in running the day to day programming of the organization as well as maintains an 
extended family of supporters. Root Division maintains good relationships with past artists and 
volunteers because these individuals value the opportunities and knowledge they gained from 
their time at Root Division. Many of these individuals continue to give their time and expertise 
primarily because of the strength of the Mutual Benefit Model.  
2. Development of Self-Sustaining Artists   
The artists in Root Division’s Studios Program make up an energetic and inspiring crew 
of young arts professionals, which speaks to the review and application process. Root Division’s 
Studios and Exhibition programs work together to create a significant impact on the professional 
arts community in San Francisco. As a result of participation in Root Division’s exhibitions 
numerous emerging artists have received invitations for solo/group exhibitions since 2005. 11 
resident RD artists have obtained gallery representation, nine have obtained professional jobs in 
the art world and five have founded alternative exhibition spaces. Throughout the past seven 
years Root Division has paid emerging artists over $275,000 through artist fees, sales, 
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commissions, and other professional opportunities. Along with the immeasurable new works and 
curatorial visions inspired by Root Division participation it is clear that the organization is 
making an impact by connecting artists to professional opportunities aligned with their creative 
work.  
3. Exhibitions  
Root Division exhibitions are diverse, engaging, and provide unique opportunity for 
emerging artists and curators. The Second Saturday series produces high caliber exhibitions and 
is well attended generating over $11,000 annually in donations. The success of the series also 
shows through the artist submission numbers. Artists want to be associated with Root Division’s 
exhibitions with nearly 200 submissions for Introductions 2011. The Exhibition Program has 
also assisted in the production of eight full-color exhibition catalogues.  
4. Education Outreach 
Root Division also provides over 500 children with free art classes each year, extending 
the mutually beneficial relationship to include not just the artists and organization but the overall 
community. Through education outreach Root Division is enriching lives and fostering an artistic 
ecosystem for the future.  
5. Executive Director 
Michelle Mansour is the fortitude behind Root Division’s success. She is well connected, 
hard-working, personable, strategically minded, and understands all realms of the organization 
through first-hand experience as a professional artist, educator, and art organizational leader. 
Michelle is well respected by community members, RD artists, employees and volunteers. Her 
passion makes you want to work harder. Michelle is the only staff member who has been with 
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the organization since the beginning and she is a wealth of information. Her policies, procedures, 
and organizational skills speak directly to Root Division’s success.  
Weaknesses  
1. Lack of Unrestricted Funding Sources 
Although Root Division continues to expand their budget and funding sources, RD 
continues to suffer from a lack of unrestricted funding sources. 56% of contributed income is 
restricted grant donations. This funding is allocated towards program specific expenses and 
therefore cannot be used for the overall management and strategic development of the 
organization as a whole. Although 65% of the overall budget is unrestricted earned income, Root 
Division seems to have grown most of these opportunities to their fullest potential with the 
current resources including staff and facilities. The organization still requires more resources in 
order to expand development efforts. 
2. Lack of Individual Donor Cultivation 
Many of Root Division’s supporters are artists, arts workers, and young professionals. 
Although these individuals provide inspiration, a collaborative spirit, and significant in-kind 
donations, they are unable to provide the monetary support that the organization needs. Yearly 
individual and Board member contributions are $20,900 (typically given in increments under 
$500), which accounts for only 8% of the annual budget. Annual gallery door donations are 
$11,400 (given in increments between $4 and $5), however these donations cannot be tracked 
and therefore they do not contribute to the cultivation of donor relationships. Especially 
considering the number of lives touched by the organization, these numbers are extremely low.  
 
!
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3. Small Staff  
Understaffing is a result of the lack of unrestricted resources. Root Division receives 
much of its funding through program specific grants, which only allow 25% of the funds be 
allocated to personnel and overhead. That personnel time must be allocated to the program 
specific goals. Although there are interns and volunteers to help with the workload, there is a 
need for consistency throughout projects and programs. A short-term intern or volunteer does not 
have the expertise to provide this type of professional effort. Also, Root Division’s Mutual 
Benefit Model works to ensure interns receive an educational experience and for this reason does 
not want an administrative workload to impede on their experience.  
Staff members, although hard working and passionate about the mission, are part-time 
employees who must hold other jobs in order to sustain themselves. These part-time employees 
only have enough time to get through day-to-day tasks to ensure programming initiatives are 
met. This leaves no time to build a vision of the broader picture and causes a lack of strategic 
thinking in everyday practice. For example, the organization of class and exhibition rosters is not 
organized to provide a future look at individual involvement or possible donor cultivation. These 
rosters were used to ensure that basic programming procedures were met, however little thought 
was put into their significant future use. Strategy development time is extremely important for 
the expansion of the organization. The Executive Director must also take on a lot of 
administrative tasks when her time could be better spent in other areas. It is detrimental to the 
future of Root Division to raise more funds in order to provide more full-time staff members who 
can fully commit to the overall development of the organization. 
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4. Communication & Branding 
Root Division is lacking a clear brand image and strategic marketing plan. First-time 
Second Saturday patrons leave the gallery without gaining a sense of Root Division’s overall 
mission. The nature of an alternative art space leaves a lot of room for misconceptions and 
incorrect assumptions, as there are many types of these spaces, which include for-profit 
organizations, nonprofits organizations and charitable organizations. I encountered plenty of 
walk-ins that did not even know the name of the organization they were visiting, let alone that it 
was a charitable organization seeking donations in order to serve its mission and programming 
efforts. There was also no strategic marketing plan for the Exhibition and Adult Education 
programs. Marketing efforts for Adult Education classes were made in a last-minute attempt to 
increase enrollment. Marketing efforts for the Exhibitions program generally included the 
production and casual distribution of exhibition post cards. Also, social media and online 
marketing is not used to its full potential. The Facebook page has made improvements since my 
internship by increasing the number of posts made each week. However, most of the posts made 
are unidirectional with event-based content and little interaction. Although the organization has a 
presence on Facebook, the Twitter account has not been used since October 2009. This would be 
a weakness for any organization, not to mention an organization located 40 miles north of 
Silicone Valley, CA (home of the world’s largest technology corporations). The brand is also 
weak because it does not possess a strong presence or communicate Root Division’s personality. 
Considering I applied to Root Division sight-unseen, I was surprised to find that Root Division 
was just as focused on the contemporary art scene as it was on education. From the website, it 
seemed like it was primarily focused on children’s activities and educational outreach, as the 
branding is somewhat childlike.   
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Opportunities  
1. New Donor Database 
The new donor database (CiviCRM) will allow Root Division to track individuals and 
organizations as well as interactions with them. This opens doors to build stronger relationships 
with individuals, cultivate new donors and develop a strategic communication plan. Since 
CiviCRM is specifically designed for nonprofit organizations, it will enable Root Division to 
engage with their public through robust avenues of online marketing, advocacy, and community 
building. The database will improve strategic planning by creating reports on items like giving, 
enrollment, and attendance. CiviCRM will cut administration time by managing the bulk of 
processing, filing, and organizing. For example, Root Division will be able to post classes, calls 
for artists, and ticketed events allowing individuals to engage and pay online. The database will 
then track this interaction and provide a roster for each event that will be easily accessible. 
Donors can then be easily contacted about similar events in the future by emailing that roster. 
These types of activities can be tracked and turned into communication avenues for future 
marketing and fundraising.   
2. Broad Mission Leaves Room for Future Expansion 
Currently Root Division has extensive programming considering their small staff; 
however, throughout the past 10 years Root Division has expanded programming and funding. 
As the organization continues to develop throughout the next 10 years, the mission “to improve 
appreciation and access to the visual arts in the Bay Area by connecting personal inspiration and 
community participation,” will allow the organization to adapt to current needs in the community 
and expand programming initiatives as required. Areas of expansion could include the 
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development of a docent program to facilitate exhibition tours or the creation of art education 
opportunities for the elderly.  
3. Neighborhood 
With a trendy quality to attract art supporters, a present need for Root Division 
programming, and numerous cultural organizations with which to collaborate, the Mission 
District is an ideal location. Although the neighborhood has become more gentrified throughout 
the past decade, the Mission District schools continue to demonstrate poor academic 
performance signifying current need for educational programming.5  There are also other 
numerous innovative nonprofit arts and cultural organizations located in The Mission with 
opportunities for unique collaborative programming such as art walks, joint performances, 
exhibitions and educational opportunities.   
Threats  
1. No Succession Plan  
As stated before Michelle Mansour is a vital part of the organization. Her knowledge 
extends to all realms of the organization’s history, finance, relationships, and protocol. 
However, this knowledge is not documented, nor is it being transferred strategically to other 
staff members. Without a succession plan there would be many tribulations and unforeseen 
hurdles for the organization. 
2. Lease of Building  
Root Division has rented space from Seven Teepees Youth Program since 2004. Seven 
Teepees recently hired a new Executive Director who had the building appraised in the summer 
of 2011. If Seven Teepees decided to expand programming initiatives to include more space, or !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 In 2010, there were 10 failing schools in the San Francisco area. Seven of these schools were 
located in the Mission District (Melendez, 2011).  
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determines that its building’s value (and hence market rate rent) has increased, Root Division 
might need to find a new location. Similar spaces in the Mission District are typically very 
pricey.  
3. Neighborhood  
Although The Mission District is a great location for many reasons, there were some 
patrons who expressed concern with safety. There are many vagrants on the streets of the 
Mission District especially around the bordering streets of Root Division due to an over-
crowded halfway house a block away. The surrounding public transit stops, including the 16th 
Street BART (Bay Area Transit) stop, are known to have an assemblage of vagrants who can be 
somewhat aggressive. Many Root Division patrons leave the location after dark as most Adult 
Education classes take place from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Whether or not the location presents a 
genuine threat is unknown. Although it can be disconcerting it seems that most vagrants are 
harmless. However, if patrons are uncomfortable with traveling to Root Division because of this 
they will most likely seek educational opportunities elsewhere. Also, if an incident were to 
occur, it could be damaging to Root Division’s programming.  
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BEST PRACTICES 
Diverse Funding is Sustainable Funding  
A sustainable development model includes diverse streams of funding, which consist 
earned income, foundation grants, government grants and individual donors. By only focusing on 
one stream, an organization can become over dependent on that particular type of funding. This 
is not a reliable solution to funding because if for some reason that funding stream fails (due to 
economic fluctuation, budget cuts, etc.) the organization will have no safety net to support 
operations. By diversifying funding an organization can create that safety net of income to 
ensure sustainability even if there is a loss of funding. 
Root Division currently has two strong funding streams: grants and earned income. 65% 
of the budget is earned income, which speaks volumes to the amount of work, passion, and 
diligence that goes into Root Division’s programming. The organization also spends a lot of 
resources writing grants, which makes up 20% of their budget that goes directly to programming 
costs. However, only 8% of Root Division’s income comes from individual donors. In order to 
diversify funding, Root Division must expand their individual donor base. Although most 
individual donors do not give as considerably as foundation and government grants, together 
they provide a significant funding base for an organization (Ciconte & Jacob, 2009). Also, unlike 
program specific grants, these donations are by and large unrestricted and can be used to fund 
whatever the principal needs are of the organization. The current principle need is more staff. 
The cultivation of individual donors would result in ability to bring on more staff members 
giving RD the opportunity to expand earned income and grant funding, therefore, resulting in a 
more sustainable organization. 
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A High Commodity for Donors 
When an organization has a proven impact on the community and solves an underserved 
problem, it is more likely to receive funding. This also makes it a high commodity for donors. 
Root Division’s location and the current population make individual donors an obvious untapped 
resource. The Bay Area is rich with art supporting citizens as 66% of the Bay Area population 
participated in arts and cultural programming in 2008, which is 20% above the national average 
of arts participation (Jackson, Kitchener, Wong, Sarmiento, Alexander & Sanchez, 2011). There 
are currently 3,749 arts nonprofits located in the Bay area. 81% are considered to be small 
organizations (including 48% with a budget under $25,000 and 37% with a budget between 
$25,000-249,999) placing Root Division in the top 20% of the budget size and therefore, high 
impact organizations (Jackson et al., 2011).6 Also, only 4% out of the 3,749 are visual arts 
related projects (Jackson et al., 2011).  Therefore, Root Division is one of the few arts nonprofits 
in the Bay Area focusing on the visual arts and working with a substantial budget to produce a 
substantial impact. This makes Root Division a high commodity in the community and worth the 
investment to an individual donor looking to make a significant impact with his/her donation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!$!Not to say that smaller nonprofits make little impact, however, the larger the budget for a well-
managed organization the more resources there are to make a greater impact.!
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Brand Image & Strategic Communication  
From branding and public relations to visitor services and the acknowledgement of 
donations, clear and thoughtful communication is what drives individuals to give to an 
organization. The brand image establishes a standard style of communicating the organizational 
message across all outlets from printed brochures to social media. Donors are more likely to 
remember and donate to nonprofits with a strong brand image (Hou, Du, & Tian, 2009). A good 
brand creates a distinct organizational character that sets it apart from other organizations and 
allows a potential donor to identify the organization with the impact it is making on the 
community. A brand provides a base of organizational information, which “allows donors to feel 
more comfortable with the brand and form brand preferences or intentions of giving” (Hou, Du, 
& Tian, 2009, p. 219).  
The Yerba Buena Center for the Arts (YBCA) in San Francisco, CA has a consistent and 
distinct brand image. The use of electric green and contemporary quirkiness in all branded 
materials is a YBCA staple. They also have a short and sweet tagline on all marketing collateral; 
“We put contemporary art at the heart of community life.” Their brand, along with strong 
programming, has brought them great donor support (unrestricted contributions making up 20% 
of their 2010 annual budget). YBCA was also nominated one of the top five arts and culture 
organizations to donate to in the Bay Area in 2010 by Philanthropedia (a GuideStar associated 
organization with a mission “to improve nonprofit effectiveness by directing money to and 
facilitating discussion about expert recommended high-impact nonprofits”).  
Unlike the one-way advertising of the past, today’s marketing is based in social media 
initiated conversation and interaction. Also, unlike the advertising of the past, establishing a 
brand image and communicating to one’s public does not require a large advertising budget 
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(Scott, 2011). Today, an organization should to communicate an authentic portrayal of its 
mission, programming and people to inspire public participation. YBCA has rich social media 
interaction that does just that. Instead of only communicating event and sales centered 
information, YBCA provides unique mission centered content. For example:  
 
When working in social media it is just as important to listen, as it is to speak (Scott, 2011). 
YBCA also does an excellent job of following its followers and creating a dialogue with its 
public. For example:   
 
When YBCA does use social media to promote event sales, it focuses on creating a conversation 
about the event and building a community of event goers. These conversations are not only 
informing but they also build anticipation by including promotional gifts, video, photography, 
and links to purchase tickets. For example:  
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!  
These conversations concentrate on quality not quantity. Even followers who do not comment 
will read the conversation and receive the benefit of the interaction (Scott, 2011).  
 Root Division has absolutely no presence on Twitter, however there is a Facebook 
presence, which has around 12 posts per month. However, it is not about quantity but quality. 
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Most of these posts are unidirectional with event-based content and engage little interaction with 
followers. For example:  
 
The fact that followers are “liking” these interactions shows the opportunity to further engage 
Root Division’s public. By tweaking these posts Root Division could create richer interactions 
with the public. For example, instead of posting an advertisement about the documenting class, 
RD could create a conversation around the class by including an interesting factoid on the 
subject, a link to a documenting resource, or involve a promotional discount.  
 One of the first steps to building a donor base is to inform (Ciconte & Jacob, 2009). 
Organizations with strategic communication attract and maintain donor support. Along with 
strong branding the organization must also develop a standard method of communicating the 
organization’s mission, impact, and goals for the future. This standard argument for the 
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organization (known as a case statement) is used to communicate why a potential donor should 
support the organization. Case statements come in a variety of forms however, all effective case 
statements explain:  
- The mission, purpose, and importance of the organization 
- The programming that supports the mission and provides a social solution 
- Major accomplishments 
- Goals and plans for the future impact on society 
The statement should be simple, persuasive, and based on the organization’s strengths, not needs 
(Ciconte & Jacob, 2009). It should be included on every piece of marketing collateral that 
solicits donations and should be strategically altered for each piece considering the audience. 
Whether it is a brochure, annual campaign letter, or online donation webpage, the case statement 
should be present in some form in order to prove the organization is a good investment 
opportunity for its donors.  
 RD has many versions of a case statement none of which are placed with any strategic 
thought. These multiple case statements could cause confusion. Also, a strategic plan is needed 
for the placement and tailoring of case statements in order to prove Root Division to be a good 
investment for donors.  
Donor Databases 
Strategic communication “initiate(s), build(s), and maintain(s) mutually beneficial 
relationships with internal and external public” (Bruning, Castle, & Schrepfer, 2004, p. 435) 
Burk (2003) found in his study that the majority of donors (46%) who stopped giving to a charity 
did so because of a “failure to communicate” (as cited in Ciconte & Jacob, 2009). Maintaining 
relationships through strategic communication is one of the most important aspects of cultivating 
and maintaining individual donors. Arts nonprofits are juggling multiple categories of 
constituents along with their key donors. Strategically minded organizations use donor databases 
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to cultivate and maintain relationships by ensuring that the right people are receiving the right 
messages (Riley, 2008, p. 8).  
Some smaller organizations utilize simple data structures such as Excel to track donors. 
However, spreadsheets are only useful for simple immediate needs of an organization and are too 
static to be helpful in donor development (Riley, 2008).  A donor database is a practical way to 
collect donor information including, contact information, giving history, and history of 
organizational involvement. It allows an organization to create an in-depth profile for each donor 
so that donor relationships are built and maintained. The data can be used to pinpoint specific 
interests and giving patterns among donors, which can then be utilized for donor-centered 
fundraising resulting in increased contributions and donor loyalty (Ciconte & Jacob, 2009).
 Databases also ensure knowledge transfer. As long tenure is becoming less common 
amongst nonprofits, databases guarantee that donor information is maintained and these key 
relationships are respected (Riley, 2008, p. 9). An organization can only benefit from a database 
that is properly maintained and continuously updated with new constituent information. In order 
to ensure this practice, there must be a standard database procedure for the current individual(s) 
tracking, entering data and working with data.   
Root Division frequently used Excel spreadsheets to track donor data in the past. 
However, it was clear that this was not helping the organization to build relationships. The new 
donor database (CiviCRM) will allow Root Division to track individuals and organizations as 
well as interactions with them. This opens doors to build stronger relationships with individuals, 
cultivate new donors and develop a strategic communication plan. The database will improve 
strategic planning by creating reports on items like giving, enrollment, and attendance. Donors 
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can then be easily contacted about donor-specific interests. These types of activities can be 
tracked and turned into communication avenues for future marketing and fundraising.   
Creative Ways to Give 
In order to build a donor base, organizations must develop fundraising techniques that 
provide donors with giving options. Whether the donor is interested in membership, program 
specific funding, or the overall advancement of the institution, these creative ways of giving 
allow the donor to personalize his/her gift, based on personal interests and financial preferences. 
Although large arts institutions often utilize these fundraising techniques, they can be applied to 
smaller arts spaces.  
The basic fundraising technique is the annual fund, in which organizations request funds 
on an annual basis from established or new donors to be used for operating budget support. This 
type of fundraising program can provide initial contact with a donor whom the organization 
hopes to build a greater relationship, which could lead to a major gift in the future (Ciconte & 
Jacob, 2009). The annual fund campaign engages past donors and works to recruit new donors. 
Annual Funds are an essential way to gain unrestricted funds that can be utilized for current 
organizational needs.  
Along with the annual fund, some organizations choose to build program-centered funds, 
to raise money for particular programs. For example, an Education Fund is a popular fund to 
establish because it resonates with many donors. Again, by establishing more choices for a donor 
these funds allow for a donor to personalize support. Therefore, the donor is creating a more 
personal relationship with the organization.  
To motivate an increase in giving and to provide even more giving choices, some 
organizations establish donor levels or gift clubs, in which each level of funding is associated 
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with a specific amount and group. It establishes ownership of the donation and personalizes the 
donor’s experience. The names for each donor level should speak to the organization’s 
personality, mission, and brand. For example, The McKinney Avenue Contemporary (the MAC) 
in Dallas, Texas provides creative donor/membership levels that speak to the organization’s 
overall avant-garde and funky brand:  
- Art God ($2,500 and above) 
- Benevolent One ($1,000) 
- Champion ($500)  
- Lover ($250)  
- Amigo ($100) 
- True Blue ($50)  
Some organizations provide specific benefits for each level of donation. For example, a 
Benevolent One at the MAC is included in the list of benefactors on the website and all 
newsletters.  
Starting out, an organization may not distinguish among the different levels of annual fund 
donors. For example, KIDsmART in New Orleans refers to all of its donors as Partners. And 
instead of providing donation-associated benefits for each level of donation KIDsmART 
communicates what the donor is providing the organization. For example:  
- $50 Develop Their Craft as Young Artists: A gift of $50 can provide art supplies for 175 
students for a week of classes. 
 
- $100 Build Their Capacity to Stretch and Explore: A gift of $100 can transport sixty 
children to a museum exhibit. 
 
- $250 Increase Their Skills of Observation and Reflection: A gift of $250 can create an arts 
resource library of prints and performance DVDs for 50 teachers and 600 children in a 
participating KID smARt school. 
 
- $500 Enhance Their Ability to Express Themselves: A gift of $500 can engage one child in 
learning through the arts for a full school year. 
 
- $1000 Deepen Their Understanding of the World: A gift of $1,000 can place a teaching 
artist in a residency in a classroom for the entire spring semester. 
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Either way, the point is to engage these donors by giving them choices and allowing them to 
personalize their donation. Just as consumers enjoy choices at the supermarket, they also enjoy 
choices when looking to invest in an organization.  
 Root Division’s first donor-centered development plan involved a Kickstarter campaign 
that took place in the spring of 2011. The Kickstarter campaign was very similar to an annual-
campaign as it included a set goal, donor levels and corresponding gifts. Within just 3 months 
Root Division surpassed its fundraising goal raising $5,631 and gained 74 new donors. If Root 
Division were to expand this project into an annual fund campaign it could possibly raise over 
$20,000 (based on the Kickstarter numbers).  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendation 1: Build New Relationships  
Every Root Division staff member, volunteer, and artist should foster the idea that each 
person that walks through Root Division’s door for a class, Second Saturday opening or 
afternoon gallery walk is a potential donor. Each of these individuals must be looked at as an 
opportunity to engage, educate, and involve. Root Division management should make it a 
standard practice to engage and educate each individual that walks through the door. For 
example, each walk-in should be asked if he/she has visited Root Division before. No matter 
their answer it is a great opportunity to educate. Individuals who have never been to Root 
Division can learn about the mission and programming. Returning individuals can learn about 
upcoming classes, events, and other ways to get involved. This type of communication is not an 
abrasive sales tactic; it is one art lover speaking to another art lover about a common interest. 
People would not be at 3175 17th Street if they did not care about the arts. The point is not to 
make them donate. The point is to educate the public about Root Division and build brand 
awareness, which will ultimately attract donors.  
There is also opportunity to increase awareness and involvement amongst Root 
Division’s Adult Education students. By taking a class at RD it is clear that these students have 
interests aligned with the mission. Additionally, these students have already invested in Root 
Division by paying for a class and therefore should be cultivated as donors from a development 
standpoint. First, Root Division should engage previous students by continuing to communicate 
with them about new classes as well as other programming initiatives and the annual fund. 
Secondly, to build a richer relationship, Root Division should make an effort to involve current 
Adult Education students with other programming. For example, RD could hang current student 
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work in the classroom during events, Second Saturday Openings, and the Creative Stations. This 
will not only attract current students and their friends to the exhibition series, but it will also act 
as a cross-promotional tactic by promoting the Adult Education program to gallery goers.  
Root Division should also reorganize the entrance to the gallery in order to maximize the 
brand image and communicate the mission. The first thing that individuals see when they walk in 
is the gift-shop display. Instead of displaying Root Division’s gift items on that primary welcome 
wall, the space would be better utilized if there were a version of a case statement in vinyl on 
wall. This new welcome wall with case statement would lessen the ambiguous nature of the 
alternative art space and bring to light the reason Root Division is asking for donations. It could 
lead to an increased door donations and continuing donor support.  
Recommendation 2: Build a Cohesive Brand & Strategic Marketing Plan 
Root Division’s lack of individual donor support is directly linked to its lack of brand 
image and strategic marketing plan. Throughout the past 10 years, the organization has proven to 
be a sustainable resource for the artistic ecosystem of the Bay Area. They have made a 
measurable impact, have continued to grow as well as maintained the support of foundations and 
government bodies. Now, it is time to strategically communicate these strengths to the greater 
public.  
1. Establish a Marketing Committee: Root Division should establish a small Marketing 
Committee to develop a cohesive brand image and strategic communication plan. The 
committee could be comprised of board members, advisory board members, and artists who 
have backgrounds in public relations, technology, marketing and graphic design.  
2. Create a Cohesive Brand Image: Root Division needs to establish a standard font style, color 
palette, and design element for all branded materials including the website, social media 
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pages, exhibition post cards, class schedules, etc. The overall brand should be more edgy like 
the Root Division exhibition postcards, which display an edgier side of RD. The brand 
should not only communicate the whimsical youth education side of Root Division, but also 
the sophisticated gallery presence it has in the community and contemporary art scene that it 
supports.  
3. Build RD’s Social Media Presence: I think that Root Division could build stronger brand 
identity, following and therefore a larger donor base if there were a richer social media 
presence. The content needs to be more dynamic, not only communicating the event/class 
schedule but also mission-centered information. For example, tweets and Facebook posts 
could include tips for writing a solid curatorial proposal, links to helpful art how-to’s, or a 
funny/enlightening story from the education program. Root Division should also re-tweet 
follower’s tweets as they will often have similar missions and aligned arts related interests. 
This type of behavior also sparks the coveted conversation and interaction. Most interns, 
volunteers, and artists know how to use social media. Root Division employees can provide 
the class/event-centered information while volunteers can work on curating the mission-
centered content. There is also the possibility of electing a resident artist on the Marketing 
Committee to be in charge of social media. This person should think of Root Division’s 
social media outlets as somewhat of a curating opportunity. At exhibition openings Root 
Division can give away T-shirts to individuals who interact with Root Division’s social 
media.  
4. Create a Marketing Calendar: Root Division needs to develop a standard marketing timeline 
for events, exhibitions and adult education classes. Here is an example of a marketing 
timeline for Root Divisions events:  
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- Annual Art Auction & Taste Fundraising Events:  
o Three-months prior: send full press release to local media and list on website calendar 
o One-month prior: send updated press release to local media, first email blast to Root 
Division constituents including past attendees and potential ticket buyers, and social 
media updates announcing the event with a link to purchase tickets.  
o Two-weeks prior: send another email blast, send any direct mail invitations, and 
continue to promote the event through social media 
o One-week prior: continue to promote the event through social media working to build 
anticipation and dialogue around the event by including photos of artwork, videos of 
the entertainment, links to participating restaurants, and promotional ticket give-aways.  
- Exhibitions:  
o Three-months prior: send full press release to local media and list on website calendar 
o One-month prior: send updated press release to local media and first email blast to Root 
Division constituents  
o Two-weeks prior: send any direct mail invitations and begin to promote the event 
through social media 
o One-week prior: continue to promote the event through social media working to build 
anticipation and dialogue around the event by including photos and links to 
participating artists.  
- Classes:  
o Three-months prior: list upcoming classes on website calendar 
o One-month prior: send first email blast to Root Division constituents including past 
students and begin promoting the class schedule through social media 
o Two-weeks prior: send another email blast, flyer the neighborhood with class schedules 
and continue to promote the event through social media 
o One-week prior: continue to promote the event through social media working to build 
anticipation and dialogue about the classes by including photos of artwork, videos of 
the classes, links to teaching artists’ websites, and promotional class specials.  
 
5. Establish a Case Statement: Root Division is skilled in the art of writing grants, which means 
the staff has plenty of organizational “verbiage” on hand. However, it needs to establish a 
standard case statement for clear communication of the mission, purpose, impact, 
accomplishments, and goals on all marketing materials. Although Root Division has some 
form of a case statement on most material, I think there is a need to streamline the statements 
to create a cohesive case for the organization. The following is an example of a brief case 
statement to be used on the donation website, the new welcome wall at Root Division, and 
other marketing collateral: 
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Root Division is a nonprofit arts organization with a mission to improve appreciation and 
access to the visual arts in the Bay Area by connecting personal inspiration and 
community participation. To accomplish its mission Root Division provides subsidized 
studio space to working artists in exchange for their service in creating artistic learning 
opportunities for the community. Root Division artist develop creatively and 
professionally while serving their community by:  
Teaching art to over 500 underserved youth a year 
Developing unique adult education opportunities and 
Producing high-caliber exhibitions 
By combining the residency and educational programs Root Division is cultivating an 
artistic ecosystem that enriches the lives of artists, arts workers and ultimately the 
overall community by nurturing creativity, volunteerism, and unique creative 
engagement, which are all vital to the social, economic and cultural stability of their 
community.  
Recommendation 3: Build a Donor-Centered Development Strategy 
Root Division must build an individual donor base to fill the gaps in the organization’s 
funding streams and create a more diverse sustainable development plan. Root Division is skilled 
in the strategic communication of its mission, programs, and goals to solicit funds from 
foundations and government organizations. RD also showed their fundraising strengths through 
the Kickstarter campaign in the spring of 2010. RD must use these communication skills and past 
fundraising knowledge to build RD’s donor base.   
1. Get the Board on Board: Root Division’s board and executive director should focus on the 
creation of strategic donor-centered development plan. Together they can set fundraising 
goals based on organizational goals. For example, base the goal on the amount of money that 
is needed to bring the current part-time program coordinators to full-time positions. 
Additionally, there should be an established budget for any development initiatives. The 
board should also play an instrumental role in the process of cultivating potential donors.  
2. Establish an Annual Fund Campaign: Root Division should develop an annual fund to build 
a donor base and increase the amount of unrestricted funding. The annual fund campaign 
would run with the fiscal year beginning in June. Root Division should communicate the 
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Annual Fund to new donors via the website, social media outlets, and exhibition opens. Root 
Division should develop a special Annual Fund webpage that includes the case statement and 
established goals for this year’s annual campaign (either financial, organizational, or 
programming goals). Social Media can be utilized to communicate highlights of the 
campaign including the campaign launch and significant achievements along the way. For 
example, if a donor makes a significant gift it can be shared via social media with a link to 
the donation page, which could spark a chain reaction. Root Division volunteers can run the 
Annual Fund Campaign table at the front desk (to the left of the door) during Second 
Saturday Openings. All previous donors should be contacted via email or direct mail 
depending on the level of donation. If the budget allows for a direct mail campaign, Root 
Division should send potential and past high donors and donors a case statement letter and 
annual campaign ask. Although direct mail is expensive, previous high-level donors should 
receive a more personal annual campaign letter instead of an email.  
3. Promptly Acknowledge Gifts: By utilizing the new donor database, Root Division should set 
a standard protocol for the acknowledgement of gifts. Depending on the level of donation 
Root Division should send an acknowledgement letter and possibly a written note from the 
Executive Director.  
4. Establish Donor Benefits: Root Division should also establish donor benefits. Whether or not 
Root Division decides to create specific donor levels, there should be donor benefits. The 
gifts given to the Kickstarter donors were unique and represented Root Division’s mission. 
However, there are other benefits that do not use as many resources. For example, Root 
Division could throw a “Meet the RD Artists” cocktail party/open studio night. Instead of the 
regular monthly all artist meeting, invite donors (possibly donors from a certain level and 
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above) for a night with the RD artists. Artists could have their current work displayed in their 
studios with cocktails and d’oeurvres. This would be a unique way to thank the donor for 
their gift and to further engage the individual with Root Division’s mission. Once a donor 
sees the inner workings of Root Division, he/she will be sure to increase his/her pledge next 
year. It is also a great opportunity for the RD artists to meet a potential patron.  
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Final Thoughts 
Despite the challenges that plague many emerging arts nonprofits, Root Division has 
continued to strategically grow within its means since its founding in 2003. RD has developed 
self-sustaining artists, produced over 100 high-caliber exhibitions, and provided free art classes 
to hundreds of students each year through these past 10 years. As the organization looks to the 
next 10 years, it begins to see an even brighter future as it continues to achieve goals and expand 
with the support of significant foundations and government bodies as well as a strong Executive 
Director. However, due to a lack of diverse funding streams and unrestricted funds Root 
Division’s small staff will not have the manpower to expand.   
Consequently, Root Division must establish a fundamental donor base that will provide 
reliable unrestricted funds. These funds will fill gaps in funding and allow the organization to 
expand personnel in order to steadily achieve goals within both the programming and funding 
realms. In order to cultivate this new donor base Root Division will develop strategic 
communication initiatives and brand image. The new CiviCRM database will provide RD with 
the tools necessary to initiate a strategic donor-centered development plan. Throughout the next 
10 years Root Division’s broad mission statement will allow the organization to expand its 
programming to meet the needs of the surrounding community by connecting personal 
inspiration with community participation. The mission will also give RD room to initiate unique 
partnerships with other Mission District-based nonprofits. Which will, in turn, strengthen the 
neighborhood of the Mission and continue to make it a safer place for the future.   
Some may wonder why I decided to move 2,300 miles away for an internship. I went to 
San Francisco because the city has the most inventive art organizations in the United States. 
These organizations foster a creative ecosystem that promotes artists, supports culture and 
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generates a creative spirit, not only in the arts but also in technology and business. This creative 
spirit and rich culture is what brings individuals to the Bay Area in flocks. I think that there is a 
lot to learn from these innovative organizations and the grassroots art centered missions. I hope 
to use my experience in San Francisco to build a sustainable artistic ecosystem in my own 
community.  
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